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of State for Trade and Industry, Mr Lee Yi
Shyan; President of the Singapore National
Employers Federation (SNEF), Dr Robert Yap;
and Immediate Past President of SNEF, Mr
Stephen Lee.
Delivering the opening address at the
Forum on behalf of the tripartite partners,
NTUC Secretary General (SG) Lim Swee
Say explained the first task was to
broaden tripartism to be more inclusive of
Professionals, Managers and Executives
(PMEs).
SG Lim stressed that PMEs are fast
becoming the mainstream of the future

workforce and just like the rank-and-file
workers, they will face growing challenges
related to employment and employability,
workplace representation, retrenchment and
job placement.
The second priority area is to make
productivity a tripartite effort in all sectors of
the economy and for all sizes of companies.
The third priority is to be future ready with
innovation, productivity and adaptability.
SG Lim is confident that the tripartite
partners can work closely together in
partnership to transform businesses and the
workforce to be more future ready.

while the guidelines should provide clarity, they
should not be overly prescriptive. This is to allow
flexibility at the implementation level for employers
and unions to work out the modalities that best suit
the needs of managers and executives and the
organisational circumstances.
With the scope of limited representation
expanded to include re-employment disputes, an
updated version of the existing guidelines on limited
representation was also released at the Seminar.

The guidelines will take effect together with
the commencement of the amended Industrial
Relations Act. The advance release of the guidelines
is to help prepare unions and employers early and
address concerns that they had about how they
should adapt to the proposed amendments. Both
sets of tripartite guidelines can be accessed
through MOM’s website: http://www.mom.gov.
sg/employment-practices/resources/Pages/
default.aspx.

Singapore’s tripartite partners consisting
of the government, unions and employers
have jointly identified three priority areas for
the coming years.
These were shared and discussed
with representatives from all parties at the
Singapore Tripartism Forum (STF) Industrial
Relations Seminar themed ‘Future Ready
Tripartism’ and held at the Devan Nair
Institute for Employment and Employability
on 26 November 2014.
Tripartite partners present at the Forum
included: Senior Minister of State for
Manpower, Dr Amy Khor; Senior Minister

RELEASE OF TRIPARTITE GUIDELINES
The Tripartite Guidelines on Extending the
Scope of Union Representation for Executives was
released at the STF Industrial Relations Seminar
held on 26 November 2014.
The guidelines will supplement the legislative
amendments to the Industrial Relations Act which
will provide more options and scope for union
representation of managers and executives.
Through the various consultation sessions MOM
conducted, there was tripartite agreement that
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Celebrating
Work-Life

WORK-LIFE EXCELLENCE AWARD
The Work-Life Excellence Award (WLEA)
is a biennial award conferred by the Tripartite
Committee (TriCom) on Work-Life Strategy
to recognise and celebrate outstanding
employers and individuals for their dedication,
passion and advocacy to champion work-life
harmony within their organisations and other
spheres of influence.
There were two new awards introduced
this year– the Work-Life Sustained Excellence
Award (Corporate) and the Work-Life Star

Award (Individual). The former celebrates
exemplary
organisations
which
have
consistently
demonstrated
outstanding
success in work-life strategies while the latter
recognises middle managers and supervisors
who enable and encourage successful worklife practices and adoption.
There were a total of 43 corporate
winners and four individual winners this year.
They have shown that it is possible to offer
greater flexibility at the workplace without
compromising business needs.
To find out more about the WLEA
and the winners, please visit http://www.
tafep.sg/assets/files/Publications/TPA007-T14_CommBk%20wo%20CM.pdf
to download a copy of the WLEA 2014
Commemorative Book.
WORK-LIFE WEEK
The TriCom on Work-Life Strategy
organised the Work-Life Week (WLW) 2014
held from 10 to 14 November. The campaign
seeks to provide a platform for employers
and individuals to understand the meaning
of work-life and to raise awareness of the
benefits and best practices of implementing
work-life strategies.

Creating Dynamic Workplaces

Apart from new business opportunities
for companies, globalisation has also brought
new challenges such as managing a diverse
workforce of different nationalities, religions and
cultures.
This was the issue Senior Minister of
State for Health and Manpower Dr Amy
Khor highlighted to some 100 business
representatives who attended the ‘Inclusive
Practices for Sustainable Businesses’ seminar
on 15 October 2014 at the Lifelong Learning
Institute.
Dr Khor, who is also Chairperson for the
Tripartite Panel on Community Engagement
at Workplaces, said it is crucial that human
resource practitioners, managers and union
leaders are better prepared to handle workplace
incidents which are related to race and religion.
The event was organised by the Singapore
National Employers Federation (SNEF), in
collaboration with the Ministry of Manpower
Community Engagement Programme (CEP)

for the Business and Union Cluster.
A handbook titled ‘Inclusive Practices for
Sustainable Businesses’ was also launched
at the seminar. Jointly developed by the
Manpower Ministry and CEP partners, the
handbook aims to equip organisations with
tools and tips on how to build a socially-resilient
workplace.
The handbook contains various practical
examples, best practices and case studies
of how CEP values can be woven into a
company’s policies and processes, through the
employee lifecycle of recruitment and selection,
training and development, and talent retention.
The handbook has been well-received by
participants, CEP partner associations and
their members alike.
The handbook ‘Inclusive Practices for
Sustainable Businesses’ can be downloaded
online at http://mom.gov.sg/employmentpractices/community-engagement-atworkplaces/Pages/resources.aspx.

The campaign consists of a series of events
and activities centred on work-life harmony
and flexible work arrangements (FWAs). Some
events organised included forums, training
workshops and learning journeys. The WLW
was filled with interesting and meaningful
sharing, in particular the CEO Breakfast &
Dialogue on Culture Transformation that
brought leaders together to discuss and share
their experiences on work-life.
TRIPARTITE ADVISORY ON FWAs
The Tripartite Advisory on FWAs was
issued on 7 November 2014 at the Work-Life
Excellence Award 2014 Gala Dinner. Formulated
by the TriCom on Work-Life Strategy, the
advisory highlights the key success factors
for effective FWA implementation and outlines
practical steps for employers to consider when
implementing FWAs.
It also includes pointers for supervisors
and employees to note when evaluating
FWA requests and using FWAs respectively.
If you are an employer who is thinking of
implementing FWAs or a employee who
wants to request to use an FWA, you can
take a look at the advisory at http://www.
mom.gov.sg/fwa-advisory.

Did you know that
there is a Tripartite
Advisory on
Re-employment
of Employees
from Age 65
to 67?
The tripartite partners have issued a set
of Tripartite Guidelines on Re-employment
of Older Employees in 2011, to provide
guidance to help employers implement the reemployment legislation which was introduced
in 2012.
In September this year, the Ministry of
Manpower accepted the recommendation of
the Tripartite Committee on the Employability
of Older Workers and announced that the
Government would take a promotional
approach to extend re-employment up to age
67. To help employers to do this, the tripartite
partners also issued the Tripartite Advisory on
Re-employment of Employees from Age 65
to 67.
You can find out more about the advisory at
www.mom.gov.sg/re-employment-advisory.

To find out more on Tripartite initiatives and free subscription of this e-newsletter, please visit the Singapore Tripartism Forum website at http://www.tripartism.sg
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